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About US

Space Planning Concept
Design Furniture Selection
Furniture Procurement
Delivery & Installation
Project Management

A design-focused furniture dealership,

SOS provides solutions to optimize space

and inspire those within it.

Our methodology is rooted in elevating

the experience of furnishing space and

enhancing the environments we create.



Hospitality

Projects 
We understand the vast range of hospitality typologies and the
even larger range of specialized needs for creating inviting,
durable, and multifunctional spaces. Gyms, hotels, restaurants,
cafes, rooftops, amenity spaces, conference centers, and wellness
facilities all have requirements and goals unique to each.

The harmonious balance of a luxury residential feel combined with
commercial functionality is paramount.



 food & Beverage 



elevated ambience 

Hospitality spaces have become more dynamic and experiential than ever.

We create inviting & memorable experiences through enhancing ambience.

mixing textures & textiles 

Integrating vegetation 

Using optimal lighting 

incorporating art & decor 



 restaurants 



cafés & Bars



Food & Beverage
accommodations inherently
face frequent use and have
many high traffic areas.

Durable products

We plan for the persistent
utilization of furniture through
our design development
process, selecting the most
durable materials, fabrics,
and finishes.



amenity spaces



We understand that attracting & retaining tenants, members, and guests relies on

providing highly desired, relevant environments. Focusing on end user expectation

is centric to our expertise in the hospitality sector. Ultimately, the impression of a

hospitality space determines future success.  The foundation of our process is to

ensure the specifications supports how end users are accommodated.

attracting & retaining  



dining &

lounge  



multi-purpose layouts  
modular furniture planning
convertible space solutions 
design-conscious details

Creating convertible amenity & social space is
paramount to optimal hospitality environments.

Our strategy incorporates flexibility, aesthetics,
comfort, and durability. We accomplish this
through: 

adaptable

design 



lobby & reception  



From large, luxurious fitness & recreation facilities to small breakout
wellness rooms, SOS has the resources to integrate these meaningful
spaces at any scale. Offering these environments elevates brand
identity while increasing health and well-being. 

Integrating

wellness



 fitness & spa



Recreation &

entertainment 



Through cultivating strategic partners, SOS negotiates bundled discounts, supporting procurement from
high-end, luxury brands at significantly lower prices. 

Combined with our knowledge of specific lines from major manufacturers, SOS develops custom furniture
packages, holistically achieving our clients’ goals. 

Discount Negotiation



outdoor



 lodging 



We provide furniture, architectural
products, equipment, and décor from a
variety of resources, including niche &
specialty products.

 
Working closely with more than 200
manufacturers, we are constantly
expanding the collections. One of the
most unique and impactful aspects of
our approach is how we artfully
combine specific lines and pieces from
each brand, maximizing our clients’
budget and design intent.

Extensive resources



Model

suites



Hotel guestrooms



Product Merchandising

SOS strategically selects pieces from a wide
range of manufacturers to stay within budget
without sacrificing quality or aesthetics.  We
have identified specialty manufacturers with
quality products and high design, at a fraction
of the cost in comparison to many of the
wide-known brands.

Our expertise in merchandising product from
multiple sources is a key element to holistically
achieving each specific project vision, on time
+ within budget. 
   



meeting 



Meeting space requires an in-depth
understanding of acoustics, technology, and
ease of use. 

Our approach to creating conference and
social space is rooted our proficiency of
combining important workplace details with
amenity-based features. 

Optimal performance of these environments is
achieved through design-driven, experience-
focused, function-based solutions.

Optimal

Performance



Boardrooms  &

conference   



maximizing

investment

Our team's extensive experience in New York City’s
famously high cost & densely constructed architecture has
informed our mastery of creating high impact space. 

Making the most efficient use of assets is key to the
success of every hospitality environment. 



huddle & Breakout   



training & assembly 
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